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In this second mystery featuring Chief Inspector Peter Cammon, the veteran detective is lured out of
retirement once more. With a familiar cast of characters reacquainting themselves with readers of
the series, the novel follows Peter as he embarks on his seemingly simple assignment: travel to
Canada to retrieve the body of a murdered Scotland Yard colleague. But Peter can&#8217;t resist
delving into the oddities of the crime. His colleague was brutally attacked, run over by a car, and
then dumped into a canal&#8212;all seemingly for the theft of three letters from the American Civil
War era, one of which is signed by John Wilkes Booth. Meanwhile, Alice Nahri, the girlfriend of the
dead man, looms over the investigation.

Whellams follows Walking into the Ocean (2012) with a second mystery starring retired Scotland
Yard chief inspector Peter Cammon. Retired is a bit of a misnomer, for Cammon can&#x2019;t
seem to give up the life of a cop. Take, for example, his former boss&#x2019; request to travel all
the way to Montreal to escort home the body of a deceased Yard colleague. Cammon initially has
no intention of taking the job&#x2014;Why should someone of his professional stature take on such
a menial assignment?&#x2014;but when he discovers that the dead man was murdered and that his
death seems to be connected to a trio of missing Civil War&#x2013;era letters, one of which might
have been written by Lincoln assassin John Wilkes Booth, Cammon&#x2019;s curiosity and sense
of justice get the better of him. Tightly plotted and featuring a lead character who keeps us glued to
the page, the book should definitely suit readers looking for an intriguing lead character and a solid
mystery. --David Pitt

"Whellams's sophomore entry (after Walking into the Ocean) sweeps the reader away with its



elaborate plot, insightful observations about human character, and genuine spy adventure. This title
can be read as a stand-alone, but take my word for it, this is a series to follow particularly for Louise
Penny fans and the Masterpiece Mystery set." &#8212;Library Journal (March 2013, *Starred
Review*)

&#8220;Author David Whellams fields crisp yet compassionate dialogue that puts the reader inside
Cammon's struggle to adjust to a personal life again after a long career in which it went to seed.
Whellams brilliantly captures volleys of danger and suspense that penetrate the fog hanging over
the ex-detective's life. Detective Cammon's retirement makes for a book to
enjoy.&#8221;&#8212;Don Graves, Hamilton Spectator

This is the second in a series, following "A Walk in the Ocean", featuring retired Chief Inspector
Peter Cammon. As it opens, we find Peter struggling a bit. He's dealing with grief over the recent
loss of his brother & trying to redefine himself, now that he is no longer a copper. His old boss calls
with a job: go to Montreal to retrieve the body of Frank, a Scotland Yard colleague who was
murdered there. Initially he intends to blow it off but as he digs a little deeper, something doesn't
smell right.

His instincts prove correct. In Montreal, he learns Frank was there to mediate the purchase of three
letters written between John Wilkes Booth & members of the British military in 1864. Instead, he
ended up hit by a car & dumped in a canal. The letters are missing & so is Frank's girlfriend who
secretly accompanied him.

Soon Peter is dealing with a crazy British Consul diplomat, a mafia-obsessed Quebec police
inspector, a separatist history professor & Alice. Alice is the girlfriend but so much more. She's also
a beautiful Indian seductress whose body bears the scars of her dangerous life of crime & getting
close to her can be fatal. Men have used her for years but she's paid attention & now she will use
them any way she can to get what she wants. The letters may have historians salivating but she
sees them as a way to leave her life behind. So begins a complex game of cat & mouse with Peter
dividing his time between England, Montreal, Washington & New York state.

This book reminded me of something by Agatha Christie, either Miss Marple or Poirot. It's smart,
tightly scripted with red herrings everywhere you look & few people are whom they seem. The first
part establishes Peter's background & lays out the preliminary aspects of the case. Then as it
continues, the chapters alternate between Peter & Alice so we are privy to the thoughts & agendas
of each. This is where the pace starts to pick up & the tension slowly builds. The city of Montreal
with all it's history, complicated politics & mafia wars becomes another character of the novel. And
it's a pleasure to read a book where the identity of the killer is not glaringly obvious by the third
chapter.

To balance the historical aspect of the plot, the author also draws on current affairs such as the
phone hacking scandal in London & the investigation into cricket match fixing. Many of the cast are
recurring from the first book & they are well written, complete characters, not caricatures of their
various professions. Dialogue is tight & each person has a distinct voice whether it's Peter's
sidekick, his daughter in law Maddy or a cop with the Surete.

But Peter is the centre & heart of the story. He has a formidable ability to solve puzzles but also
treasures his family & long walks with Jasper the dog. His retirement & brother's death cause him to
reflect on all he missed on the home front during his long career but he can't deny how good it feels
to be back in the hunt. He's complex, smart & fallible and you can't help but like him.

Dave Whellams worked as Counsel with the Government of Canada in the Department of Justice for
several decades, with a focus on reform of the Criminal Code, addressing a wide range of issues,
including high-risk offenders and anti-terrorism. His experience in criminal law and policing has
contributed to his novel Walking into the Ocean, and informed Stories from the Criminal Code, a
short story co...more Dave Whellams worked as Counsel with the Government of Canada in the
Department of Justice for several decades, with a focus on reform of the Criminal Code, addressing



a wide range of issues, including high-risk offenders and anti-terrorism. His experience in criminal
law and policing has contributed to his novel Walking into the Ocean, and informed Stories from the
Criminal Code, a short story collection.

In Whellamsâ€™s busy second Peter Cammon mystery (after 2012â€™s Walking into the Ocean),
the apparently straightforward task of escorting a murdered colleagueâ€™s body from Montreal to
England proves anything but for the retired Scotland Yard inspector. The coronerâ€™s report
asserts that John Carpenter drowned after he had already suffered fatal internal damage from being
struck from behind by a car. The motive for the crime involves three letters of great historical value if
authentic: one was allegedly written by John Wilkes Booth a few months before Lincolnâ€™s
assassination; the others were written to Booth. These letters are missing, along with a beautiful
woman with whom Carpenter was traveling. The cross-border action includes a brutal sexual assault
(of questionable relevance), a suicide, the Quebec separatist movement, Montreal mobsters, the
News of the World phone-hacking scandal, and cricket fixing. Whellams fails to tie these
wide-ranging issues together satisfactorily. (May)

PW has integrated its print and digital subscriptions, offering exciting new benefits to subscribers,
who are now entitled to both the print edition and the digital editions of PW (online or via our app).
For instructions on how to set up your accout for digital access, click here. For more information,
click here.

Retired Scotland Yard Inspector Cammon wonders why he is needed to accompany a dead agent,
John Carpenter, home from Montreal; any low-ranking individual could do the job. Quickly, he
realizes that John's business in Canada doesn't quite fit into a suitable business model. John was
working with people purportedly selling rare letters written by Abraham Lincoln assassin John Wilkes
Booth. Someone stood to make quite a bit of money auctioning off the documents and somehow the
dead agent ended up in the middle. Once Peter learns of John's elusive girlfriend, he realizes that
more than rare documents are at stake. A dazzling game of cat and mouse carries him from Canada
to England to Washington, DC, and beyond as a global plot unfolds. VERDICT Whellams's
sophomore entry (after Walking into the Ocean) sweeps the reader away with its elaborate plot,
insightful observations about human character, and genuine spy adventure. This title can be read as
a stand-alone, but take my word for it, this is a series to follow particularly for Louise Penny fans and
the Masterpiece Mystery set.

"Whellams has not just created an interesting detective; he has the ability to fashion many complex
characters without resorting to outlandish eccentricities. Readers will be hard pressed to solve either
crime before Cammon, though the opportunity is there." After Hitchcock "What's summer without a
solid British thriller? . . . This is the first of a series: Peter Cammon could become another Detective
Chief Inspector Alan Banks." The Globe and Mail "[T]he plot builds to a dramatic and suspenseful
climax. The author's refreshingly clear-eyed portrayal of his hero ("Peter Cammon felt superior to
psychology, in the way that many people do who have never studied it") is a plus." Publishers
Weekly
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